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Nova Hotel Renovation & Construction Completes Restoration of 18th Century English Manor
The Restoration of the Saint Hill Manor employs the finest local craftsman and unearths historic treasures
CLEARWATER, FL (February 14, 2012) - Nova HRC has completed the historic restoration of Saint Hill
Manor, an 18th Century English sandstone manor located in East Grinstead, UK. Utilizing locally sourced
materials, used in the original construction of the facility, and employing the finest English craftsman trained
in the traditional arts of wood-working, hand-formed plaster cornice, slate roofing, and metallurgy, Nova
HRC was able to restore this manor to its original grandeur.
In the process of demolition, Nova HRC uncovered many artifacts from the previous occupants which had
been hidden in the walls and floors of the buildings, including 19th century newspapers, a cigarette box, and
a hidden safe. The project included the full restoration and MEP backbone upgrade to the original four-story
manor, six out-buildings, and the construction of a museum-quality garage, and a new commercial kitchen,
all of which were completed in an expedited 60-day work schedule.
The completion of Saint Hill Manor adds to Nova HRC's impressive resume of restoration work, which now
includes the 1926 Fort Harrison Hotel, the 1930 Ramona Hotel, a 19th Century Cigar factory in Ybor City,
and a 19th century schoolhouse in Nashville.
Nova HRC specializes in global hospitality renovation and construction projects, servicing all segments in
the industry. The company directors and executive staff are a fusion of hoteliers and construction experts,
allowing for a uniquely dynamic, yet thoroughly practical, approach to renovation and hotel operations.
Nova HRC has offices in Florida and California and currently employs approximately 300 team members.
More information about Nova HRC is available at: www.novahrc.com. To learn more about Nova HRC,
please contact Keith Ripel, Director of Sales and Marketing, at 727.447.2800.
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